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How did we get there?
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With a new, open-ended design 
space, how do you focus ideas?



What are your core design values?
●Help make fast, consistent design decisions 
●The whole team should understand 
●May evolve over time
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Our core design values

#1: The fiction is paramount 
#2: Make it accessible 
#3: Respect the player’s time



So… is this an ARG?



Common ARG channels we avoid
●Community-driven puzzle solving 
●Real-world media or events 
●Physical locations 
●Interactions with live actors 
●SMS messages 
●Phone calls



Accessible storytelling channels
●Websites 
●Email 
●PDF files 
●Web videos 
●Online voicemail 
●Digital images



Our core design values led to 
unconventional design decisions



We’re all looking for the 
magic formula



Write your own formula



Unconventional Design Decision #1: 
Immediately reject the player

 - We lose up to 24% at this step 
+ Emotional experience 
+ Helps establish expectations 
+ High retention for those who get through



Unconventional Design Decision #2: 
Ridiculously Generous Demo

●All of season 1: free 
●Median completion time: 27 days 
●Players can optionally pay to upgrade 
●Extrasolar is so weird, how else could we 
build an audience?



Unconventional Design Decision #3: 
Force the players to wait

●Waiting is frustrating at first… 
●…but becomes part of your daily routine 
●No filler. Respectful of the player’s time. 
●Grind makes the experience worse



Unconventional Design Decision #4: 
Monetization



Monetization “best practices”
●Microtransaction 
●dual currency 
●grind economy



Unconventional Design Decision #4: 
Monetization

●Constant microtransactions hurt fiction 
●Paying up front is not an option 
●Episodic content 
●$9.50 per episode or $25 for all 3 
●15% of players pay, ARPU is $2-3.





Unconventional designs come 
from unconventional contributors



How do you make a big game 
with a small team?

●Core team: 4 programmers, 1 artist 
●Development cycle: 3.5 years 
●Cost so far: ~$600k 
● Part-time team: $400k



Take advantage of constraints



Lessons Learned













Thank you!

More at extrasolar.com 
or visit us at the IGF booth
















